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I	  apologize	  if	  during	  
my	  talk	  I	  will	  be	  
moved	  (as	  it	  
happened	  already	  in	  
preparing	  these	  
slides).	  
	  
I	  thank	  you	  in	  
advance	  for	  your	  	  
understanding.	  



                                                           
 

•  The beginning of my                                         
collaboration with Guido; 

•  QCD and Weak Interactions:                                           
the first important steps 

       - see also Maiani talk- ; 
•  The (first) calculation of                                                      

the NLO corrections to                                                     
the Effective Weak Hamiltonian; 

•  The game became more complex, where we stand now; 
•  Final remarks. 
 

PLAN OF THE TALK



The beginning of my collaboration with Guido
From ``The Early days of QCD” by 
Guido A. @ the 
Symposium in Honour of Mario Greco 2011

after Paris and the AP paper, 
∨





WE  WERE A 
LITTLE 
YOUNGER 
THOUGH !!     



A NICE GROUP AT WORK: Manuel Greco, 
myself, GUIDO, Keith Ellis, Mario Greco 
Note Keith tan  ! 



AΔS=1
FI  (2π4 ) δ4 (pF -pI ) = tadpoles + (Higgs scalar exchange) +

  ∫ d4x d4y Dµν (x, MW )  ‹ F |T[ Jµ (y+x/2) J†
ν (y-x/2)] | I › 

1)   Tadpoles cannot give any contribution;
2)  Higgs contribution suppressed as  m2/M2W
‹ F | HΔS=1 | I › =   GF/√2 Vud Vus

* Σi Ci (µ) ‹ F | Qi (µ) | I ›
                       WILSON OPE                               (MW) 

di-6

QCD and Weak Interactions: the 
first important steps 





The Effective Hamiltonian  
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AW ≈ α M-2
W  ∑k  Ck[ln(M2

W/ m2)]dk‹ FIQk (0) I I ›+.. 

Wilson OPE

Anomalous dimension 
of the operator  Qk 

``The OPE shows that the amplitude is dominated by
the matrix elements of those operators with dk > 0
thus giving rise to a possible mechanism to enhance 
contributions with definite quantum numbers, e.g.
ΔI=1/2 vs ΔI=3/2 as first suggested by Wilson”



Definition of the 
Operators
Note the perversion:
(1+γ5) is left-handed

First calculation of the 
LO anomalous dims:
ΔI=1/2 dynamically 
enhanced
although only 
qualitatively 
successful



1.  Better and better data on charm production and semileptonic 
non-leptonic decays  (1) 

2.  The bottom quark was discovered in 1977 and its properties  &   
decays started to be intensively studied 

3.  The beginning  of the Heavy Quark (Effective) Theory  (2) 

WEAK INTERACTIONS PHENOMENOLOGY 
WAS  IMPROVING AT A FAST PACE



The enhancement of non-leptonic rate due to QCD 
corrections improved agreement of the prediction of 
the semileptonic branching ratio with data 



Calculations of semileptonic branching ratios were 
done in the ``parton model” i.e. using the free particle 
decay rate ≈ G2

F m5
c





 just after I came back 
from  CERN – see Maiani 



How Guido remembered that period … 



The physical motivations for a NLO calculation 

The (first) calculation of the NLO corrections to 
the Effective Weak Hamiltonian



Further Motivations: 

AFI  (2π4 ) δ4 (pF -pI ) =
 ∫ d4x d4y Dµν (x, MW ) ‹ F |T[ Jµ (y+x/2) J†

ν (y-x/2)] | I › 
‹ F | HΔS=1 | I › = GF/√2 Vud Vus

*  Σi Ci (µ) ‹ F | Qi (µ) | I ›
                                                                           (MW) 

di-6di= dimension of the operator Qi (µ) 
Ci (µ) Wilson coefficient: it depends on MW /µ and αW (µ)
Qi (µ)  local operator renormalized at the scale µ

Without the next-to-leading corrections it is impossible to fix the
renormalization scale  and  to match  consistently the Wilson coefficients
to the matrix elements of  the (lattice) operators 
(see also citation from Buras *)
 



No penguin diagrams necessary  for the charm calculation

Letters exchanges
between the
CERN team
(G. Curci & GM)
And the Rome
Team
(G. Altarelli and 
S. Petrarca)

Occasionally 
some mistake 
was found



We were scared of using  Naïve Dimensional 
Regularization (NDR) in the presence of 
chiral currents (γ5 ) and decided 
to use  Dimensional Reduction  
(we were really naïve!!)



In 1981 Guido (M.) took part in the pioneering calculation of the two loop anomalous 
dimensions  of  the  current-current  operators.  This  calculation done in  collaboration 
with  Guido  Altarelli,  Giuseppe  Curci  and  Silvano  Petrarca  has  been  unfortunately 
performed in the dimensional reduction scheme (DRED) that was not familiar to most 
phenomenologists and its complicated structure discussed in detail  by these authors 
most probably scared many from checking their results. Moreover it was known that the 
treatment  of  γ5  in  the  DRED  scheme,  similarly  to  the  dimensional  regularization 
scheme with anticommunicating γ5 (known  presently as the NDR scheme), may lead to 
mathematically inconsistent results.
 Consequently it was not clear in 1988 whether the result of Altarelli et al. was really 
correct.

The  calculation  by  Buras  &  Weiz,  in  NDR  and  DRED,  of  the  NLO 
corrections  to  KKbar  mixing  confirmed our  results  and demonstrated 
that the calculation could have been done in NDR as well.

Climbing NLO and NNLO Summits  of Weak Decays
Andrzej J. Buras    arXiv:1102.5650v4



Further Motivations & Recent 
Developments  

 
 

AFI  (2π4 ) δ4 (pF -pI ) =
 ∫ d4x d4y Dµν (x, MW ) ‹ F |T[ Jµ (y+x/2) J†

ν (y-x/2)] | I › 
‹ F | HΔS=1 | I › = GF/√2 Vud Vus

*  Σi Ci (µ) ‹ F | Qi (µ) | I ›
                                                                           (MW) 

di-6di= dimension of the operator Qi (µ) 
Ci (µ) Wilson coefficient: it depends on MW /µ and αW (µ)   @NLO 
Qi (µ)  local operator renormalized at the scale µ FROM LATTICE

Without the next-to-leading corrections it is impossible to fix the
renormalization scale  and  to match  consistently the Wilson coefficients
to the matrix elements of  the (lattice) operators 
(see also citation from Buras *)
 



Numerical Estimates of Hadronic Masses in a Pure 
SU(3) Gauge Theory  
H. Hamber  & G. Parisi  
Phys.Rev.Lett. 47 (1981) 1792  
•  Weak Hamiltonian on the Lattice   Cabibbo et al. 

+ Gavela et al. + Bernard & Soni 
•  Construction and renormalization of the Weak 

Hamiltonian on the Lattice Bochicchio et. al. 
•  Renormalization of composite operators  GM et al.  
•  Kππ amplitudes  on a finite volume Lellouch & 

Luscher 

Leptonic, Semileptonic, Kππ, B and K Mixing, 
Radiative, …



During the last supper of the Ringberg workshop (‘88) Guido 
Martinelli  and  me  realized  that  it  would  be  important  to 
calculate NLO QCD corrections to the Wilson coefficients of 
penguin  operators relevant for K → ππ decays

Andrzej J. Buras Gospel   arXiv:1102.5650v4

.. NLO QCD corrections to ΔS = 1 and ΔB = 1 non-leptonic 
decays…  ΔS  =  2  &  ΔB  =  2  transitions,  rare  K  and  B 
decays, in particular K+ → π+ν¯ν, KL → π0ν¯ν and Bs,d → 
μ+μ−… the inclusive decay B → Xsγ , B → Xs gluon, ... KL 
→ π0ℓ+ℓ−, B → Xsℓ+ℓ−…B → K∗(ρ) ℓ+ℓ−

several thousands  citations

still the road has been opened by Guido Altarelli



The Penguin Era 
Begins (J. Ellis)

M. Shifman, A.I. Vainshtein, 
V. I. Zakharov
J. Flynn and L. Randall



A concrete (most difficult) example:  
K -> ππ decays 

HΔS=1 = GF/√2 Vud Vus
*[ (1-τ) Σi=1,2 zi (Qi -Qc

i) + 
τ Σi=1,10 ( zi + yi ) Qi   ]

 Where yi and zi are short distance coefficients, which are known
In perturbation theory at the NLO        (Buras et al. + Ciuchini et al.)
                                τ = -Vts

*Vtd/Vus
*Vud 

 We must compute AI=0,2
i= ‹ (π π)I=0,2 IQ i I K › 

 with a non perturbative technique  (lattice LL, 
  QCD sum rules, 1/N expansion etc.) 



AI=0,2
i (µ) =‹ (π π)I=0,2 IQ i (µ)I K › 

          = Zik(µ a) ‹ (π π)I=0,2 IQ k (a)I K › 
Where Q i (a) is the bare lattice operator
And a the lattice spacing. 
   The effective Hamiltonian can then be read as:

‹ F | HΔS=1 | I › = GF/√2VudVus
*Σi Ci (1/a) ‹ F | Qi (a) | I ›

                                                                   
In practice the renormalization scale (or 1/a) are the scales 
which separate short and long distance dynamics 



GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

‹ HΔS=1 › = GF/√2 Vud Vus
* ... Σi Ci (a) ‹ Qi(a) › 

MW = 100 GeV

a-1 =  2-5 GeV 

ΛQCD , MK  =  0.2-0.5 GeV 

Effective Theory - quark & gluons

Hadronic non-perturbative region



Large mass scale: heavy degrees of 
freedom (mt , MW,  Ms ) are removed and 
their effect included in the Wilson 
coefficients 

renormalizazion scale µ (inverse lattice 
spacing 1/a);  this is the scale where 
the quark theory is matched to the  
effective hadronic theory  

100 GeV

1-2 GeV

Scale of the low energy process 
Λ  ~ MW 

THE SCALE PROBLEM:   Effective theories prefer low scales,  
                                        Perturbation Theory prefers  large scales 



 - non-perturbative renormalization  
of the relevant operators 
-K -> ππ computed  at the physical point  
using Lellouch-Luscher (see also Lin, Sachrajda, gm, 
Testa) 
-  Unquenched and at (almost) physical quark masses 
-  Enormous progresses made by RBC-UKQCD  

Where we are now? 



Courtesy by A. Buras  







RBC-UKQCD



CKM 

 

THE 



Marco Ciuchini Page 38 KEK-FF 2013 

 ρ = 0.142 ± 0.019 η = 0.348 ± 0.013   2015 results 

Consistence on an 
over constrained fit 

of the CKM parameters 

CKM matrix is the dominant source of flavour mixing and CP violation 

In the 
hadronic 
sector,  the 
SM CKM  
pattern 
represents 
the 
principal 
part of the 
flavor 
structure 
and of  CP 
violation  

 α = (90.5 ±  2.6 )0  
sin2β = 0.691 ± 0.018 
β = (21.82  ±  0.72 )0  
γ = (67.4 ±  2.7)0  
A = 0.828 ± 0.012

 λ = 0.22549 ± 0.00066 
 



Marco Ciuchini Page 39 KEK-FF 2013 



CKM Matrix in the SM 

Standard Parametrization (PDG)  
Sin θ12 = 0.22504 ± 0.00065  
Sin θ23 = 0.04206 ± 0.00054  
Sin θ13 = 0.00366 ± 0.00012         δ  =  67.8  ± 2.8 
Wolfenstein Parametrization (PDG)  
λ= 0.22514 ± 0.00066        A = 0.828 ± 0.0.12  
 



2016



Marco Ciuchini Page 42 KEK-FF 2013 

LATTICE PARAMETERS 



…. beyond
 the Standard Model 

UT Analysis:
-  Model independent analysis
-  Limits on the deviations 
-  NP scale update
 



Results from a fit to the Wilson Coefficients 

Results obtained with L=1 corresponding to tree level
 NP effects and 
an arbitrary flavor 
structure 
εK     Λ = 5 105 TeV
D    Λ =  104 TeV
Bd    Λ =  3 103 TeV
Bs    Λ =  8 102 TeV
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Marco Ciuchini Page 46 KEK-FF 2013 



Marco Ciuchini Page 47 KEK-FF 2013 

This is my  last paper with Guido 

but our friendship continued untouched ….



Marco Ciuchini Page 48 KEK-FF 2013 

Roma 2012



Marco Ciuchini Page 49 KEK-FF 2013 



Marco Ciuchini Page 50 KEK-FF 2013 

Singapore 2014 



Marco Ciuchini Page 51 KEK-FF 2013 



Marco Ciuchini Page 52 KEK-FF 2013 

Tutti noi  abbiamo ammirato la dignità e il  coraggio con cui 
Guido  ha lasciato questo mondo.  Chi ha avuto il privilegio 
di collaborarci o semplicemente di conoscerlo  continuerà a 
ricordarlo con ammirazione e rispetto.   Noi,  che di  Guido 
siamo  stati  amici  e  gli  abbiamo  voluto  bene,   non  lo 
dimenticheremo e lo piangeremo ancora molto a lungo.  

We all admired the dignity and courage with which Guido 
left this world. Who had the privilege of working with him or 
just  to  know  him  will  continue  to  remember  him  with 
admiration and respect. We, who have been friends of Guido 
and  loved him, we will not forget him and we will mourn for 
him much longer.



THANKS	  FOR	  YOUR	  ATTENTION 


